Simple Braided Browser Instructions

Kelli Araujo from SeaWorld San Diego showed us how to make this much simpler braided browser when she was a volunteer workshop leader at our US Forest Service workshop in March 2017 in Redding, CA.

General Information:
This is one of the most versatile items we’ve ever made. Depending on the width of the fire hose used and the length of the browser made, it can be used as a browser, a foraging devise, a perch, a vine, a climbing device, and many other ways. It can be installed vertically, horizontally, diagonally, or placed in water.

SPECIES:
Reptiles, birds, aquatic species, and mammals of all sizes! Too many to list!

Safety Concerns:
Possible entrapment if browser is made very long or very loose.

Items Needed:
Fire hose (amount depends on size of browser to be made)
Tool to cut fire hose
Hardware or other means to connect fire hose ends when finished
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**Instructions:** Instead of giving written step-by-step instructions, we think it’s simpler with this device to show the steps with pictures. Let us know if you have questions!
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And continue until the device is the length you desire or the fire hose reaches the end of its length.